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Abstract: In the big data era, data are envisioned as critical resources with various values, e.g., business

intelligence, management efficiency, and financial evaluations. Data sharing is always mandatory

for value exchanges and profit promotion. Currently, certain big data markets have been created

for facilitating data dissemination and coordinating data transaction, but we have to assume that

such centralized management of data sharing must be trustworthy for data privacy and sharing

fairness, which very likely imposes limitations such as joining admission, sharing efficiency, and extra

costly commissions. To avoid these weaknesses, in this paper, we propose a blockchain-based fair

data exchange scheme, called FaDe. FaDe can enable de-centralized data sharing in an autonomous

manner, especially guaranteeing trade fairness, sharing efficiency, data privacy, and exchanging

automation. A fairness protocol based on bit commitment is proposed. An algorithm based on

blockchain script architecture for a smart contract, e.g., by a bitcoin virtual machine, is also

proposed and implemented. Extensive analysis justifies that the proposed scheme can guarantee data

exchanging without a trusted third party fairly, efficiently, and automatically.

Keywords: big data transaction; blockchain; fair payment protocol; bitcoin; bit commitment

1. Introduction

The rise of new computing paradigms has accumulated huge amounts of data, such as cloud

computing, ubiquitous computing, mobile internet, and the Internet of Things. The big data era is

coming, while data begin to be endowed with value, e.g., consumer behavior data for new business

models, crowd sensing data for traffic predication, participant sensing for social computing, and so on.

Big data provide a large amount of tagged data for machine learning and deep learning, and thus foster

many new applications [1]. As data are distributed in various management domains, data sharing

across different domains is a forthcoming demand for many scenarios.

For big data sharing, the current main method relies on centralized data markets that conduct all

management operations, including data storage, data sharing, data transaction, and data dissemination.

It results in several limitations as follows: users have to fully trust data markets in terms of data privacy;

the efficiency is damaged due to the centralized management and intermediate forwarding; extra

commission may be costly for users in the long term [2].

To solve the problems above, we propose a decentralized manner without a trusted third party.

This can improve the efficiency, and exempt the extra commission fee, but it then causes another

challenge to arise—the fairness of data exchange in data transactions. Although some new methods for
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big data sharing have been proposed [3,4], there are few comprehensive methods that can guarantee

various requirements, e.g., legal data transaction, fair data sharing, and subtle privacy protection.

We observe that blockchain technologies, e.g., BTC (Bitcoin), Ethereum, and especially smart contracts,

can be employed for creating and implementing fair protocols in data exchanges and data transaction,

by automatically executing the consented source codes and finding data in the ledger [5]. Furthermore,

the blockchain network is a P2P (Point-To-Point) network, which makes data sharing easier without

looking for a trusted data market. That is, data owners can conduct data transactions with data buyers

autonomously, on demand, anytime and anywhere. It greatly promotes the data sharing between data

owners and data buyers for utilizing data values conveniently, and avoids the leakage of data privacy

to a third party as well.

In P2P data transaction processes between data owners and data buyers, when data owners

provide required data to data buyers, data buyers must pay the corresponding fee to data owners.

Inversely, if data buyers pay a required fee to data owners, data owners must provide the corresponding

data to data buyers. This is elementally fair. To solve this problem, simply speaking, we suggest that

data buyers can choose a random part of data to read before deciding whether to continue buying

it or not. The selection of such trial data has two advantages: it allows data buyers to evaluate the

availability and authenticity of intended data, and it does not damage the profit of data owners due to

few data leakages.

In this approach, we still encounter two challenges: designing a protocol that can be implemented

in the BTC script framework to ensure that the data and fee can be distributed to both parties at the

same time without any trusted third party, in order to maintain the fairness of transactions. The second

challenge is data buyers intending to justify the authenticity and availability of data before conducting

guaranteed transactions by payment, and maintaining the benefit of data buyers, yet not damaging

the profit of data owners. That is, we need a reasonable way to inspect trial data to be traded.

By using bit commitment and a BTC script framework, we propose and implement a scheme called

FaDe to overcome the challenges above and guarantee aforementioned requirements. The contribution

of the paper is as follows:

1. A decentralized scheme including data exchange protocol and implementation framework is

proposed and designed. The proposed scheme enables data owners and data buyers to trade data

directly without trusted third parties.
2. A fair data exchange protocol and the corresponding algorithm are proposed and presented,

by which neither data owners lose traded data without acquiring sufficient payment, nor do data

buyers finish payment without obtaining sufficient traded data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review related work. Section 3

formulates research problems and challenges. Our proposed scheme is presented in Section 4. Section 5

presents evaluation and analysis, and we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

As data value increasingly accumulates, data sharing from data owners to data buyers is

envisioned to be of great importance. Some schemes for fair and non-repudiated data exchanges are

proposed [6]. Especially in e-commerce, profit protections of consumers and merchants are increasingly

important, thus some transaction rules have gradually been proposed [7]. A novel cryptographic

primitive, called the Certificate of Encrypted Message Being a Signature (CEMBS), was proposed with

offline TTP (Trusted Third Party). It can work as an elemental building block in fair exchange protocols

to avoid a misbehaving or cheating party [8]. In order to ensure the fairness of data transaction, together

with ensuring that the midway withdrawal of both parties will not affect fairness, the availability

of data should also be guaranteed. In data exchange, the availability and privacy of data should be

concerned [9]. It is always welcomed to allow buyers to verify products, i.e., received products that

are ordered. Ray evaluates a fair exchange e-commerce protocol based on online trusted third parties,
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which ensures fairness and prevents either party from gaining an advantage through premature

withdrawal of a transaction or other misconduct [10]. Regarding the data trial reading method,

a random authentication method called cut-and-choose is devised by applying Trusted Computing

Technology [11]. Most fair data exchange methods rely on trusted third parties to guarantee the fairness

of transactions [12]. Therefore, it is difficult to guarantee transaction fairness when the system fails.

Liu et al. designed a fault-tolerant correctness criterion for fair data exchange, namely, fair-lossless

recoverability. The system with this criterion is immune from risks of fairness loss [13]. A method to

recover transactions from a crashed network is also proposed [14]. Although many fair data exchange

methods have been proposed, none of them are conducted without trusted third parties, which may

result in the damage of data privacy or the unavailability of data transactions.

In addition to ensuring fairness of data exchange, both parties need to protect their privacy.

Therefore, an asynchronous optimistic Fair Exchange Protocol with a Semi-trusted Third Party is

suggested [15]. One of its significant contributions is keeping anonymities, even against a semi-closed

third party. Decentralization allows buyers and owners to trade freely without third parties.

Shi proposes a secure and lightweight triple-trusting architecture (SLTA), which is based on

blockchain [16]. It can ensure the credibility of entity identities in IoT, whereas this method only

implements data exchange rather than data transaction. Moreover, a new optimistic fair scheme

for P2P transactions with multiple participants is proposed [17]. In this mode, a P2P system is used

for electronic payment, and third-party intervention is not needed until disputes exist. However,

this method requires intermediaries to play a passing role in the network, so there are more than

two parts (i.e., owners and buyers). Moreover, the zero-knowledge proof method in the P2P network

can also advance data privacy while guaranteeing its security [18]. Hence, a protocol and a trading

method is welcomed, which only involves buyers and sellers, and also ensures fairness.

Complete decentralization requires a uniform payment that can transfer data without third

parties. Blockchain such as BTC can exactly satisfy this requirement, e.g., anyone can create

a BTC account. In general, BTC is seen as more flexible and more private than other forms of

payment [19]. Besides being cryptographic digital currency, bit coins can also be used to design

fair protocols [20]. A fair protocol for computing outsourcing has been proposed by Dorsala, whose

technical basics are BTC and Ethereum [21]. In addition, BTC is used as a part of fair electronic voting

protocol, guaranteeing the security and privacy of voters simultaneously [22]. Moreover, a lottery

protocol based on cryptocurrency is proposed [23]. Thanks to the privacy of BTC, the automatic

execution of BTC scripts, and the characteristics of P2P networks, BTC is employed in various protocols.

Bitcoin can be also utilized as a part of fair data exchange protocol. A protocol is proposed and

implemented via a BTC smart contract to exchange private keys of BTC in an atomic way [24].

3. Problem Formulation

This module presents the current common data exchange patterns and analyzes their security

risks. On this basis, design goals in this paper will be introduced.

3.1. System Model and Attack Model

Current methods for data exchanges and data transactions are usually composed of data owners,

data buyers, and trusted third-party platforms. They can exchange data in the following two ways:

(1) data owners store data on third-party servers at first. Data buyers purchase the data from the

third party, and the money is transferred to data owners by the third party (see Figure 1). (2) Data

buyers pay to the third-party, and data owners send data directly to data buyers. After buyers confirm

the receipt of data, money will be transferred from the third party to the data owner (see Figure 2).

Under the supervision of a third party, both parties (i.e., owners and buyers) can conduct transactions

fairly. In other words, data buyers do not have to worry about not acquiring the data after payment,

and data owners do not need to be afraid of not obtaining the money after sending data.
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Figure 1. Method I.
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Figure 2. Method II.

However, there are two possible attacks against the two main existing methods above.

Data stolen and garbled. In the first case, data owners cannot guarantee that their data stored

on servers will not be stolen by others or servers, resulting in data leakage. Even if data owners store

data encrypted on servers, it cannot be guaranteed that the data are not modified. Consequently,

data owners have to encrypt data and add checksum before storing data in servers and checking the

integrity before trading.

The third party suspends service. In the second case, fair transactions between two parties

cannot be completed when servers suspend service, since fair transactions between the two parties

must be conducted in the presence of servers. Subsequently, the transaction completion depends on

whether servers are working properly. It thus becomes a single point of failure and possibly confronts

a Denial of Service attack.

3.2. Design Goals

We use a smart contract with a BTC script to create a virtual trusted third party, which can

automatically execute operations for data exchanges and payments. There are three design goals

as follows:

1. Enable direct fair transactions between data owners and data buyers without third-party

supervision.
2. Use BTC smart contracts for fair payments and make transactions untampered and traceable.
3. User privacy will not suffer leakage, even though blockchain is induced and transactions are

stored in a BTC public ledger.

4. Proposed Scheme

In this section, we firstly give some notions to simplify our description. Next, a fair payment

protocol for big data transactions is proposed. The implementation of the protocol by blockchain smart

contract is discussed in detail finally.

4.1. Preliminaries

Some notions are explained in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations.

D Data in transaction
Db Data block (transferred data block instead of blocks in blockchain)
Hd Hash value of data block (Db)
Key A random secret key
Hk Hash value of secret key
C Cipher text

ΩDb The set of Db
ΩHd The set of Hd
Ωk The set of Key

ΩHk The set of Hk
Ωc The set of C

SigA The signature of Alice
SigB The signature of Bob

In order to simplify the description, we use Alice to denote the peer who owns data and Bob to

denote the peer who buys data. BTC and Ethereum are the two most widely used cryptocurrencies in

the world, and fair payment protocol presented in this paper is independent with an underlying

blockchain virtual machine. In this paper, we use BTC framework (and bit coins as money) as

an illustration in implementation.

4.2. Fair Payment Protocol

As illustrated in Figure 3, the Fair Payment Protocol consists of four stages: Data Preprocessing,

Randomly Choosing and Verifying, Paying, and Data Confirming.

4.2.1. Stage I: Data Preprocessing

In this stage, Alice communicates with Bob through private online channels to initialize some

parameters. Three steps are performed in sequence.

1. Requesting: Bob makes a request with Alice for starting the protocol.
2. Data Blocking and Encrypting: Once Alice receives the request, she will prepare block data and

encrypt block data. First, Alice needs to partition a whole data set into n blocks. For each block,

a Random Secret Key (denoted as Key) and its hash value will be computed. Thus, the data block can

be encrypted by using a symmetric key algorithm (i.e., DES). At the end of this step, an additional

five data sets—n data blocks (ΩDb), hash values of each data block (ΩHd), random secret keys (Ωk),

hash values of each secret key (ΩHk), and the cipher texts of each data block (Ωc) are generated.

The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
3. Responding: Alice makes a response to Bob with three additional data sets which include ΩHd,

ΩHk, Ωc and her own public keys that can be used by Bob to transmit bit coins to Alice.

4.2.2. Stage II: Randomly Choosing and Verifying

By now, three data sets (ΩHd, ΩHk and Ωc) are attained by Bob. Hence, Bob needs to ensure their

correctness. Just like the previous stage, this stage can also be divided into three steps as follows:

1. Randomly choosing: Bob randomly selects a power set of M ΩIndex = {a1, a2, · · · , am|0 < m <

n, ai < n}, and then sends ΩIndex to Alice.
2. Choosing key set: When Alice receives ΩIndex, a partition key set ΩKey = {ka1

, ka2 , · · · , kan |ai ∈

ΩIndex, kai
∈ Ωk} can be generated and sent to Bob.

3. Partition key verifying: Bob has obtained partial encryption keys ΩKey from Alice. Then, for each

ai ∈ ΩIndex and kai
∈ ΩKey, Bob can decrypt ai-th data block using kai

, and calculate its hash value.

Finally, Bob can compare the hash value with ai-th hash value in ΩHd to ensure whether the kai

is correct.
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In this step, in order to let Bob verify whether three data sets are correct, Alice needs to demonstrate

again that she is willing to make a transaction with Bob and release partial secret keys. If the number n

is large enough, partial secret keys leakage does not damage the value of overall data.

Algorithm 1: Data blocking and encrypting

Input: integer n, data set

Output: set[quintuple[sub_data, hash_sub_data, c, key, hash_key]]

1 result = [];

2 data_set = data_division(data, n);

3 for sub_data in data_set do

4 quintuple = [];

5 hash_sub_data = hash_function(sub_data);

6 key = random_key_generate();

7 hash_key = hash_function(key);

8 c = Symmetric_encryption(sub_data, key);

9 hash_c = hash_function(c);

10 quintuple.add(sub_data);

11 quintuple.add(hash_sub_data);

12 quintuple.add(c);

13 quintuple.add(key);

14 quintuple.add(hash_key);

15 result.add(quintuple);

16 end

17 return result;

4.2.3. Stage III: Paying

In this stage, Bob can obtain the rest of the secret keys, and Alice can acquire the Bitcoin payment.

There are three types of transactions, which are shown in Figure 4.

1. Payment Transaction, denoted as TxPayment, allows two types of transactions to transfer bit coins.
2. Refund Transaction, denoted as TxRefund, allows Bob to refund his bit coins back in a future time

when Alice aborts the transaction.
3. Accept Transaction, denoted as TxAccept, allows bit coins in a TxPayment transaction to be

transferred to Alice’s BTC address.

Timeline

In:

Out:

TxPaymentTxPayment TxAcceptTxAccept TxRefundTxRefund

Sig
B

Sig
BA

SigkA
Sig 

))(( kBA
SigSigV  )(Sig

A
V )(

B
SigV

Figure 4. Three types of transactions.

Firstly, Bob generates the TxPayment transaction using an output script, which can be referenced

by two types of redemption transactions. One is inputting the script of transaction that is signed

by both Bob and Alice. The other includes an inputting script that is signed with Bob’s public key

and the rest of the secret keys mentioned in the stage Randomly Choosing and Verifying. After Bob

generates the TxPayment transaction; before releasing it to the BTC network, he needs to generate the

TxRefund transaction. According to the TxRefund transaction, he can ensure that the money in the

TxPayment transaction will be refunded at a future time, if the protocol aborts. He should generate

an incomplete TxRefund transaction by setting the lock time, signing with his private key, and setting
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up his BTC address as its transfer destination. Bob sends the unfinished TxRefund transaction to Alice.

When Alice receives the TxRefund transaction, she checks its lock time and signature. If both of them

are correct, she appends her signature using her private key. To this end, the TxRefund transaction

is completed. Alice sends the completed TxRefund to Bob. Bob receives the completed TxRefund

transaction and checks its signature and lock time. If every thing in TxRefund is correct, Bob releases

both the TxPayment transaction and the TxRefund transaction to the BTC network.

Alice generates the TxAccept transaction by setting the transfer destination as her BTC address,

adding her signature, supplying the rest of the secret keys, and waiting for the TxPayment transaction

confirmation in sequence. Once she receives the confirmation, she will verify its value and release the

TxAccept transaction to the BTC network.

4.2.4. Stage IV: Data Confirming

Bob monitors the BTC network until the TxAccept transaction is released. Next, he obtains the

input script and gains the rest of the secret keys. Once Bob gets all of the secret keys, he can decrypt all

data blocks.

4.3. Enhancement

We usually assume that participants in protocols are trustworthy. If this assumption is avoided,

that is, Alice and Bob may be malicious or misbehave, we need to enhance the proposed scheme,

especially in the absence of any trusted third party. More analysis details are listed as follows:

1. Malicious Data Owner: This can be defended against in the current version. For example,

Alice provides invalid data that Bob does not want to buy to cheat Bob, after she obtains

money from Bob. In the Randomly Choosing and Verifying stage, Alice has to provide partial

data that is selected by Bob randomly, so Bob can verify those data to determine whether he will

continue. In the Paying stage, if Alice wants to attain money from the BTC address, she must

provide the rest of the secret keys.
2. Malicious Data Buyer: This can be defended against in the current version but is still not perfect.

For example, Bob wants to obtain all data without payment. In the current version, Bob can

suspend transactions at any time without any penalty. Once the transaction is aborted, Bob can

obtain a small portion of keys, which is able to decrypt the corresponding part of data (the part of

data which is read by Bob for random inspection). However, with regard to Alice, the leakage of

this part of the data does not affect the value of the overall data to be traded.
3. Eavesdropper: This can be defended against in the current version. In the paying stage, all data are

public and can be accessible to anyone. Although an eavesdropper can obtain all of the remaining

keys, as long as the security of the private channels between Alice and Bob that they used to

communicate in the Data Preprocessing stage is guaranteed, the leakage of encryption keys will

not cause data leakage relative to the entire system.
4. Denial of Service: Because anyone can initiate a deal with Alice and can terminate the deal at any

time during the transaction without any cost, multiple fake buyers are deployed by attackers to

initiate transaction requests, with the purpose of consuming Alice’s computing resources, which

may cause a denial of service attack. It is an inherent risk since no centralized admission exists for

regulating buyers’ behaviors.

In summary, the main drawback of the current version of fair payment protocol is that Bob can

terminate the transaction at any time without any cost. Therefore, we proposed an enhancement for

the protocol, which has two advantages compared to the aforementioned protocol as follows:

1. Bob provides Alice with a margin to justify that he is not a malicious attacker.
2. The single payment is changed to multiple payments, which allows Bob to confirm whether the

data provided by Alice guarantee Bob’s demand.
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The Improved Fair Payment Protocol contains five stages, which are Guaranteeing, Data

Preprocessing, Randomly Choosing and Verifying, Paying, and Data Confirming.

Stage I: Guaranteeing

In this stage, Bob needs to submit a TxGuarantee transaction that mainly makes bit coins be

unspendable for a period of time. The specific processes are shown as follows:

1. Bob first generates a TxGuarantee transaction, which requires Bob’s signatures for the corresponding

redemption transaction script. A TxRedemp transaction is generated to redeem his money,

in which the lock time of the transaction is set to T, and his signature is added to the input

script of the transaction. Finally, Bob sends the TxRedemp transaction to Alice.
2. When Alice receives the TxRedemp transaction, she needs to verify Bob’s signature first, and

then confirms the lock time. If they are correct, Alice adds her signature to the input script of

TxRedemp transaction. Finally, Alice sends the TxRedemp transaction to Bob.
3. After Bob receives the TxRedemp transaction, he checks the lock time and two signatures. If they

are correct, the TxRedemp transaction and the TxGuarantee transaction are submitted to the

BTC network.
4. Alice and Bob wait for the confirm of the TxGuarantee transaction.

In the Guaranteeing stage, Bob needs to freeze a sum of money (in terms of bit coins), indicating

that he is not a malicious buyer. If a malicious attacker tries to launch a denial of service attack,

he needs to provide each participating buyer with a sum of bit coins during the Guaranteeing stage,

which increases the cost of the attack undoubtedly.

5. Analysis

The security of this method is analyzed in this module, and an example is presented to explain it

more vividly.

5.1. Security Analysis

The security of this scheme will be analyzed from the perspectives of data buyer and data owner.

5.1.1. Security and Fairness of Data Owner

Trial reading will not cause data leakage or reduce the value of data to be traded. In this scheme,

the number of data segments should far exceed the number of trial reading segments. Thus, it ensures

that data buyers will not be able to conjecture remaining contents from trial reading data.

Data leakage will not occur even though keys are exposed on the BTC script. Because

encrypted data are sent to buyers privately, others cannot gain encrypted data even if they attain keys.

Moreover, even though the attacker obtains encrypted data, he still cannot conjecture segments that

buyers chose for trail reading initially. That is, he cannot figure out corresponding relations between

keys on the ledger and encrypted segments; he thus experiences extreme difficulty with decrypting

encrypted data.

Data owners need not be concerned about payment. Once a data buyer pays bit coins in a BTC

script, the data owner can check that transaction on the BTC ledger. Afterward, the data owner

provides the remaining keys to the BTC script. In this case, the data buyer has paid for traded data in

advance. As long as the data owner provides correct data, he will ordinarily attain the paid bit coins.

5.1.2. Security and Fairness of the Data Buyer

Data owners must provide data whose value matches its price. Data buyers can select partially

encrypted fragments to inspect before concretely paying, and data owners should send keys of these

parts to buyers. Only after that can buyers decide whether to buy the data or not.
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Data buyers need not be concerned that data owners do not provide all of the keys. Initially,

a data owner should send the hash value of all keys to the data buyer. Hence, if he does not provide

all remaining keys in the end, or he provides invalid keys, the data buyer can recognize the case.

Furthermore, if the BTC script cannot be executed successfully, the paid bit coins in the script cannot

be withdrawn to the data owner’s account.

Data buyers need not be concerned that data owners do not provide data after payment.

The refund mechanism guarantees that, if remaining keys are not properly presented to the BTC

script, the bit coins paid to the script by data buyers will be refunded instead of being deposited to the

data owner’s account.

5.2. Performance Analysis

Data exchange using our protocol may incur additional time costs. The data owner and buyer

attain bitcoin and data simultaneously, but they provide data and bitcoin to the blockchain step by

step. Thus, it increases the time cost of transactions. In addition, the transaction does not officially take

effect until miners pack up six blocks, and bitcoin are actually paid to sellers’ accounts at this point.

Furthermore, buyers can inspect part of the data before payment in this scheme, which also delays

the transaction completion time. Moreover, in every data transaction, although the same data are in

different transactions, the data should be encrypted again. Hence, the encryption and decryption of

data will take a certain amount of time and calculation cost.

However, in data transaction, both parties are more concerned about the security, fairness and

reliability of the transaction. Although some time cost is added, data are encrypted to ensure their

security. In addition, the data buyer can inspect data and ensure its availability. Otherwise, through

the protocol based on bitcoin, the fairness of transaction is guaranteed without trusted third parties.

The scheme protects data security and fair transactions; as a result, these time costs are acceptable

to users.

Moreover, due to the absence of trusted third party participation, the computation and storage

pressure of servers are reduced. All of the computation pressure in this method is increased on clients,

which are acceptable for each node on average. Furthermore, this approach fosters peer-to-peer,

decentralized data transfer.

This protocol is appropriate for data exchange between users, in the form of transaction, to enhance

its fairness. According to data stream exchange, which is high-speed and real-time, it always happens

between entities in IoT. Since there is not a data buyer in this kind of data exchange, it is not a data

transaction, and there is no need to apply our protocol.

5.3. Case Study

We present a case study as follows to illustrate the proposed scheme. Alice is a data owner and

Bob is a data buyer, while Eve is an attacker who wants to steal data. The value of the data is 1 Bitcoin.

Firstly, Alice divides the data into n = 1000 segments and encrypts every segment with a specific

symmetric secrete key. Afterward, she sends Bob hash values of original data, encrypted fragments,

and hash values of corresponding keys. In order to prevent the possibility of cheating, in which the

data sold by Alice are not worth 1 Bitcoin, Bob needs to check the value of the data. Bob randomly

selects m = 10 encrypted segments and requests Alice to provide their keys. Since Bob only views

100 ∗m/n = 1 percent of data, Alice does not need to be concerned that the 10 decrypted data segments

can help Bob infer the original data of the other 990 segments. After receiving the keys, Bob firstly

computes their hash values and compares them with earlier received hash values. If they are identical,

Bob will decrypt the corresponding encrypted segments and inspect the data. If he confirms that the

data are worth 1 Bitcoin, he will pay for it.

Bob pays 1 Bitcoin to the BTC script and generates a transaction input script attaching the hash

value of the remaining keys. To this end, Alice can check that the transaction has been publicly accepted

in the BTC ledger. When Alice confirms that Bob has indeed paid 1 Bitcoin, she can finally attain
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this 1 Bitcoin by sending all remaining keys to the BTC script. At this moment, Bob needs not be

concerned that Alice does not send him data because if Alice does not send data to the BTC script

within a specified time limit, the 1 Bitcoin paid will be refunded to Bob’s account.

When Alice sends the remaining keys to the BTC script, a transaction output script is generated

that pays 1 Bitcoin to Alice’s account. However, the deal can be effective only when miners certify and

package this block into the blockchain (BTC ledger). That is, 1 Bitcoin will not be recorded into Alice’s

account until miners verify that Alice has indeed provided the correct data. Therefore, Bob does not

need to be concerned that the data provided by Alice are useless.

When the transaction is completed, Eve can obtain keys that Alice sent to the script. She, however,

did not know the encrypted data corresponding to the keys, so they are useless to her. Nevertheless,

Eve has obtained the encrypted data, and she knows neither how Alice fragmented the data, nor what

samples Bob chose. As a consequence, she also cannot find the encrypted fragments corresponding to

keys she gained, and she still cannot figure out the original data.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a fair exchange protocol for autonomously data sharing, and describe

a concrete implement framework based on BTC. Data owners and data buyers can trade with each

other directly without a trusted third party. Data buyers can randomly check parts of the data in

advance for protecting their benefits but not damaging the profit of data owners due to data leakage.

Data owners can obtain sufficient payment and thus avoid the loss of traded data; data buyers can

obtain sufficient data and thus avoid the loss of money. The concrete framework is designed based on

BVM smart contract scripts. This protocol also assumes that there is a third trusted party, and thus

the risks of data leakage and data tampering from third party can be avoided, as well as thwarting

a single point of failure. This big data exchange method can be applied to the increasingly popular P2P

network, and is beneficial to alleviate users’ information security, which has received more attention

these last few years. In future networks, the data exchange volume will rise continually, which can

add pressure to the servers. The protocol in this paper can save the data in clients, which makes users

protect their data by themselves; in the meantime, it can reduce the load of databases and servers.

This scheme is more suitable for the data exchange between users (rather than entities in IoT) with

lower efficiency requirements, and can enhance the decentralization of the network.
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